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LE PALAIS HERMÉTIQUE DE LA MÉMOIRE -ÉPISODE N º 2 L'EXTRACTION FORCÉE

Entretien en anglais entre Nora Sternfeld (Professeure pour l’éducation artistique à la HFBK Ham-
bourg, commissaire d’exposition et conservatrice) et Flora Bouteille (1993).
Le Palais Hermétique de la Mémoire. Episode 2 - L’Extraction Forcée
Une série sonore de Films Intérieurs par Victor Villafagne & Flora Bouteille.
A écouter de préférence les yeux clos, dans un lieu calme et sans stimulations supplémentaires.
Crédits: Flora Bouteille & Victor Villafagne.

Interview between Nora Sternfeld (Professor for art education at the HFBK Hamburg, curator and 
curator) and Flora Bouteille (1993).
Le Palais Hermétique de la Mémoire. Episode 2 - L’Extraction Forcée
A sound series of Interior Films by Victor Villafagne & Flora Bouteille.
To be listened to preferably with closed eyes, in a quiet place and without additional stimulation.
Credits: Flora Bouteille & Victor Villafagne.

What is sedimented in the white cube? 
It’s about a history of denying history maybe?  

It’s About the need of artist to make a point. And very concretely historically if I think about the  
history of the white cube I think on the one hand on artistic self organisation, on the Secession  for 
example in Vienna, of a collective of artist who decide to come together against the existing  
norms and academic rules in order to reinvent themselves. So what I see is a history of a practice  
of collective reinvention on the one hand, and on the other had I also see a history fo fear.  Of all 
the complications that come with struggling together a history of even putting this out and  away 
and destroying it, so in somehow I see the white space as « the Haus der Deutschen  Kunst » that 
hitler built together with an architect in Munich with lot of space for every kitschy art  work that he 
showed there, while on the same day on the other side of the street opened the  exhibition antise‑
mitic and racist and full of hate exhibition that was called degenerate art and that  in its all archi‑
tecture and design was mocking dada exhibition. so I see also a certain resentment,  a resentment 
agains life in these spaces. 

How are the specters within the museum and especially the white cube confronting your definition  
of para-institution ? 

Actually the thing with the para‑institution is that we have nothing else han what is there.  There 
is no way to imagine that there would be another world in which we could act better,  differently, in 
which the sun would always shine.  
The only thing we have is what is there and what we have here in the very moment, in many  places 
of the world are white cubes that play the game of the communal space. Let’s say  « assembly 
white cubes » and even if they are not white but gentrification place in dirty old  factories, or other 
dirty place that soon will be sold or rented for a lot of money they are still white  cubes in a cer‑
tain sense. They are context that are used but if they are used by capitalism they  can also be in 
somehow counter used, they can be used in order to imagine another world, and  try it out already 
now and this is what I purpose as a para‑institution, to take the offer seriously.  The offer that is in 
as much in these empty discourses, that use it all the time, use the worlds of  collectivity, collabo‑
ration, contact‑zones, platform, of assembly and then actually what we say we  do we assemble 
and what will; happen when we do it ? A lot of contradiction will come up, and  then the question is 
how can we learn to act without denying them ? 

How do we build the « yet unthinkable » ? 

No one can move in a place that doesn’t exist yet and especially not alone There is absolutely no 
way to imagine anything that doesn’t exist yet alone; anything I will imagine  will always just be 
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what exist. 
And I have the experience, and this is why im also sure, that if we come together from the  knowledge 
that we have from experiences of marginalization and experiences of struggle,  knowledge about 
inequalities and moments of being not free, that help us to imagine equality and  freedom anew. 
That we can learn from each other like little steps and from showing each other  what might be 
thinkable with doesn’t exist yet, these imaginations can emerge. And that’s why I would say it 
doesn’t even make sens to imagine another world alone, it will  always just be the same shitty world 
in which we already are.
What is the ecosystem/economy of the para‑museum ? 
So the economy of the p‑museum is two dimensional. 
One dimension is that the para‑museum is in somehow the collaborative imagination fo another  
institution in another world already now and in this sense it is really para‑sitic of the existing  eco‑
nomy. 
There is no other possible economy although while we work on it, imagine it, and experience it  
many other economies are experiencing with that which just happens because we try things out  
together and we need to imagine it because we do it with people who would have different  posi‑
tions in this existing exploitative economy and this means that we need to be imaginative  also. For 
the reason to survive together in somehow. And all this imagination already create other  possibili‑
ties for other economy but what is sure is that on an economical level its about the  reappropriation 
of the means of what make us move. And in this sense the economy is something  to think about 
together: how would we like to work, and how would we like to share what we want  to do ?  

What’s the future of the para-museum ? 

For me the para‑museum is a way to relate with these conflictualities that are already there and  
that are unarchivable, ungovernable by the means of the museum. To relate to them and through  
the energy that is related to that, entrer a process of imagination of another institution in another  
possible world. And this collaborative collective process of imaginations that happens in different  
encounters from which we learn something that doesn’t exist yet; this process helps us to bring  
something from the future in the space already now.  

Has neo-liberalism worked on taking the power out of the image ? 

If you imagine the portraits fo the kings, of course the image was related with power and then,  now, 
it’ like a process of extraction, so it’s has representation functions in a moment in which  power is 
taken away from it, in which it is possible that you would have an image of a struggle in a  museum 
without any consequences. 
because, like in the moms for example you could have photos of the labor struggle sagging the  
moms in the 197à a documentation of the claims of the worker’s coalition, while at the same time  
no one wonders that these claims have had no consequences in the institution. How is it  possible 
? How is it possible that this representation is not a threat anymore ?  
I think it has something to do with the fact that representation has lost is power, in somehow we  
already live in partly post‑representational societies which is scary and sad because obviously it is  
about means of governing that don’t even need representation anymore, like algorithms or  mathe‑
matics, asking us to click not asking us to vote. And this might be a symptom, The loss of  power of 
the image might be a symptom of this scary post‑representational way to organize us.  And I rea‑
lized that the more the institution are privatized, the less they are in the common hands,  the more 
they talk about public; public space and public programs. And I see that here happens  something 
because the claim for the public in social struggle was a claim for collective ownership.  You could 
not take the common away from the public, at that time. So to take up the museum, to  take up the 
Louvre meant that the things inside there are common goods. It’s not only an image of  the Louvre. 
To make it public meant to make it owned by everyone, and now we live in a society in  which the 
private is not a contradiction to the public anymore. And I see this as a symptom of  something 
scary and problematic.
How do you define the world radical and how can we be radical in our own practices ?  
I own the use of the world radical to two contexts, one is radical democracy, the political theory  
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by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe, and Oliver Marchart to work a lot about and with them.  So 
radical democracy is about taking democracy seriously and realize that existing democracies  in 
which we live in are far not as equal, free, and solidarian as their vocabularies do as if they  would be. 
And in this sense radical democracy is about an equalization of equality, a liberation of  freedom, 
solidarization of the collaboratives and if I say it like this, if this is what Oliver Marchart  calls the 
democratic horizon, then radical really means roots in this sense, means to built a  horizon towards 
what democracy is fighting for, goes, and is related to this struggle that moves it.  And the other 
context I own the use of the world radical, is the history of radical pedagogy. And  here again it is 
about the building of consciousness of how the existing power relations divide us,  organise us, 
how no one is alone with the despair and the difficulties of exploitation and  marginalization that 
this is something to do with the existing power relations. And to build up  education from there, 
from a consciousness of this position that actually puts one self in the  possibility to imagine it 
differently which would be the core, the beginning of building another  world together. 
And by this not only question but turned on the existing one, that’s why Paolo Freire says its  about 
being tactical within those institutions and strategically outside. 
So tactically in the white cube in order to imagine it to become something else, and here is again  
this other way of understanding the radical: consciousness about a position and together with  
others taking the strength from exactly that to imagine another world and I would say to live it to  
learn it already now.  
If we now take this two meanings of radical than I would say it’s exactly this, it is to say that there  
is no way to accept the extraction, that is to go back to what is said, or to go forward to what we  
promise when we say what we say.  

Why do you use the word extraction to talk about the relation between public and private  proper-
ties ?  

I use the world extraction because I think that the strategies of capitalism have a totalitarian  di‑
mensions, in many different ways, the idea is actually to get, but not only to get oil from its  concrete 
context and bring it somewhere else and make it work as energy somewhere else, it is  about get‑
ting all the oil possible so that it’s even more scars, and everybody can be blackmailed  I see these 
strategies there to get in somehow the total. To get the total of books scanned by  google, to get 
the total of knowledge so that something that si not in relation to scarcity that is  just part of life, 
can be economized in a relation of scarcity in which demand and supplie can work  in a very spe‑
cific can of economy. But with knowledge it’s clear, the more we know, the more we  know and if 
we know together we will know more. And it is actually the hard work of capitalism  and its means 
of privatisation to make it a scars good. So thats why I use the word extraction. It’s  about owning 
everything. Water is the best example, to privatise water means that you really need  and if u really 
need it then u will pay for it. So it’s not only the idea of extracting water, it’s the idea  of making wa‑
ter a private goods in roder to put people in situations for which in order to survive  they have to pay.


